
 
 

June 1, 2022 
 
The Honorable Ur M. Jaddou  
Director 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
5900 Capital Gateway Drive 
Camp Springs, MD 20588 
 

Dear Director Jaddou: 
 
We write with serious concerns over recent U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) 
actions to disregard Congressional intent for the EB-5 Reform and Integrity Act of 2022 and 

impose an overly burdensome redesignation process for previously approved regional centers. 
 
In 1992, Congress created the EB-5 Regional Center Program to help drive and catalyze economic 
investment and job creation begun by establishing the EB-5 visa in the first place. Congressional 

intent then and now, “is to create new employment for U.S. workers and to infuse new capital into 
the country.”  (Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joe Biden at Senate Report No. 101-55, p. 
21 (1989)). Since then, the EB-5 Regional Center Program has helped to generate billions of 
dollars in investment that have facilitated creating and retaining hundreds of thousands of U.S. 

jobs at no cost to the taxpayer. The recently enacted EB-5 Reform and Integrity Act of 2022 
reauthorized the Regional Center Program and, importantly, significantly enhanced its integrity 
provisions. These new integrity measures help eliminate previous vulnerabilities while allowing 
regional centers to continue to drive economic development. 

 
Regrettably, USCIS’s recent interpretation will stifle, if not eliminate, Congressional intent to 
continue the EB-5 Regional Center Program’s economic development success. USCIS’s 
interpretation that all previously designated regional centers must “re-designate” departs from the 

recently enacted reauthorization and it is inconceivable to think USCIS would take the draconian 
approach of eliminating all previously approved regional centers. USCIS’s belief that the EB-5 
Reform and Integrity Act of 2022 did not reauthorize the regional center program, but created a 
new regional center program out of whole cloth is simply absurd. It is Congress’ intent that the 

EB-5 Regional Center Program remains viable and vibrant with no hiatus which in turn demands 
and absolutely requires that previously approved regional centers do too. 

 
Since USCIS’ decision to depart from Congressional intent, it has heard from members of the U.S. 

House of Representatives, U.S. Senate, and the EB-5 stakeholder community to reconsider the 
claim of re-designation. Instead, USCIS has pushed this narrative further by releasing I-956, 
Application for Regional Center Designation. This application package is overly burdensome, 
lacks clarity, and thoughtfulness about its real-world consequences. With USCIS’s admittedly 

slow review and adjudication wait time record, it is hard to fathom how it intends to timely process 
these applications and still comport with Congressional intent to maintain a vibrant Regional 

https://www.uscis.gov/i-956
https://www.uscis.gov/i-956


 

Center Program and “create new employment for U.S. workers and to infuse new capital into the 
country.” (Senate Report No. 101-5.) 

 

We urge you and your leadership to reconsider its flawed interpretation and subsequent policies 
and ensure regional centers can immediately continue their work of economic development and 
job creation. Thank you for consideration of this request in accordance with all applicable rules, 
regulations, laws, and guidelines.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Dwight Evans    Brian Fitzpatrick   Tom O’Halleran 
Member of Congress   Member of Congress   Member of Congress 


